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Basic = how to make =■

Use your imagination to combine any parts you like,

and choose a colour once your design is ready.

Start-up■

a)Desktop○

Please double-click this icon,

when your desktop has this.

b)Executable file○

If there is not the icon in your desktop,

please double-click this executable file

in the folder which installed PLAY Animation.

Start Menu■

In the Start Menu, there is only MODELING button.

PLAY Animation enables you to start

from the easiest and learn in stages.

You can use few functions right after installing.

The more you play with it, the more functions

will be opened.



Start Screen■

Directions of your first operation are displayed.

Similarly, when you use any first function,

the commentary will be displayed automatically.

Operating Screen■

Selecting Parts■

Click on the Add Parts button

to display the Parts menu,as shown here on the left.

Change the 「Type」 setting

to display a separate setof parts.

Choose your desired part, and press OK.

The operating screen displayed above will appear.

(This can also by double-clicking on a part.)



Manipulating Parts■

■ Move parts with the red marker.

■ Rotate parts with the green markers.

■ Shrink or enlarge parts with the blue markers.

Use your imagination and combine parts

in any way you like!

Tips of Manipulation■

Fine Manipulation○

Usually, the part moves every 50.

(the part rotates every 10 degrees.)

While you are pushing the Ctrl button,

the part moves finely.

Horizontal Move○

While you are pushing the Shift button,

the part moves in parallel to each axis.

Similar Extension○

While you are pushing the Shift button,

the part scaled similar.

Locking Parts■

Once you've decided on the position of each part,

lock it into place by right-clicking on it

or pressing .

Parts can be unlocked for further editing

by left-clicking on them.

(If a different part is currently selected, you'll need

to click twice on the one you want to unlock.)



Frequently Used Commands■

Delete○

Deletes the currently selected part.

Inverse Copy○

Copies the currently selected part and inverts it,

as shown on the left.

Useful for creating symmetrical parts.

Undo○

Undoes most actions, restoring your design

to its previous state.

Rotating and Resizing on the screen■

Right-drag with the mouse

to freely rotate and view objects

from different angles in this window.

Click button to adjust the image size

to fit the window.

Color and Texture■

Click this button

to display the Colour and Texture menu.

(There are seven different types,from Basic

to Special Effect.)

Choose your desired colour and texture,

click OK and the settings will be applied

to the parts being currently edited.

(This can also be done by double-clicking)



Trouble Shooting■

Face your design to the right◆

Face your design to the right, as shown above.

(If not, it will display incorrectly when animated.)

Keep your design aligned with the centre

of the grid.

(This will avoid problems with inverse copying.)

View your design from multiple angles◆

View your design from four different screens

while working on it, not just one.

Right-drag your design on the camera screen ,

and view it from different directions.

Everything here looks fine

at a glance,

but the parts are scattered

when viewed from the front.

Changing the angle

reveals that it is all over

the dismantle place.

Avoid parts getting stuck inside others◆

Added a new part, but it's not displaying?

This could be because it's stuck inside another part.

Move the new part as shown below,

and it will display correctly.


